Quadaratec

Just browse your Quadratec catalog as you normally would. When you see something that
interests you, open the app and find the part using the code in the catalog. You will instantly be
taken to that product to see additional photos, instructions, videos, special offers and more.
Plus, if you're ready to buy, just add the item to your cart and go! The app has been updated to
improve compatibility and to work with the codes in the new Quadratec catalogs. Users can
easily find the parts they're looking for, look up an order status and see what's new. Love the
app, have been using it for a few years now, however as of late I have not been able to login
using Facebook while on the app. No issues on a computer however. This is a great app. I like
being able to look through the catalog without having the physical book. If i click on front
bumpers for example i would like to choose if i want to see stubby bumpers, mid for full width
bumpers. But other than not being able to filter great app. The developer, Quadratec, Inc. The
developer will be required to provide privacy details when they submit their next app update.
With Family Sharing set up, up to six family members can use this app. App Store Preview. Jan
12, Version 1. Ratings and Reviews See All. App Privacy See Details. Information Seller
Quadratec, Inc. Size Category Shopping. Compatibility iPhone Requires iOS 8. Languages
English. Price Free. App Support Privacy Policy. Family Sharing With Family Sharing set up, up
to six family members can use this app. The Wave - A Jeep Marketplace. Summit Racing.
Wrangler - Shop. Just browse your Quadratec catalog as you normally would. When you see
something that interests you, open the app and find the part using the code in the catalog. You
will instantly be taken to that product to see additional photos, instructions, videos, special
offers and more. Plus, if you're ready to buy, just add the item to your cart and go! The app has
been updated to improve compatibility and to work with the codes in the new Quadratec
catalogs. Users can easily find the parts they're looking for, look up an order status and see
what's new. Love the app, have been using it for a few years now, however as of late I have not
been able to login using Facebook while on the app. No issues on a computer however. This is
a great app. I like being able to look through the catalog without having the physical book. If i
click on front bumpers for example i would like to choose if i want to see stubby bumpers, mid
for full width bumpers. But other than not being able to filter great app. The developer,
Quadratec, Inc. The developer will be required to provide privacy details when they submit their
next app update. With Family Sharing set up, up to six family members can use this app. App
Store Preview. Jan 12, Version 1. Ratings and Reviews See All. App Privacy See Details.
Information Seller Quadratec, Inc. Size Category Shopping. Compatibility iPhone Requires iOS
8. Languages English. Price Free. App Support Privacy Policy. Family Sharing With Family
Sharing set up, up to six family members can use this app. The Wave - A Jeep Marketplace.
Summit Racing. Wrangler - Shop. Photo source: Quadratec Quadratec is recalling about 3,
Q-Performance Stealth series 10, and 12, lb. Quadratec will notify owners, and replace the
processing unit and any associated components on the affected winches free of charge.
Owners may contact Quadratec customer service at Quadratec's number for this recall is W. A
Washington, D. Previously, he was a reporter and news anchor for Associated Press Broadcast
Services, where he covered business and consumer news as well as space shots and other
major spot news events. Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter. We value your privacy.
Unsubscribe easily. James Limbach Reporter. Unintended winch operation can pose the risk of
injury. What to do Quadratec will notify owners, and replace the processing unit and any
associated components on the affected winches free of charge. The recall was expected to
begin September 30, See if you can lower your rate today! Compare insurance providers on
QuoteWizard. James Limbach. Share your comments. Get the news you need delivered to you
Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter. We use cookies for analytics, personalization,
and ads. Quadratec has a consumer rating of 1. Consumers complaining about Quadratec most
frequently mention customer service, live chat and partial refund problems. Quadratec ranks th
among Auto Accessories sites. This company responds to reviews on average within 15 days.
Love this place' always so much help and knowledge when it comes to getting my Jeep back on
the road after destroying it on the trail Placed an order for a front bumper over a month ago.
First shipment was damaged in transit, not their fault. Called them up, they stated no problem,
replacement shipping same day. Two weeks later, still no movement on the "printed tracking
number" status. Called back a third time, rudely claimed product would ship immediately. Steer
clear, these guys are a joke. When it arrived it was scratched considerably, missing 5 parts, and
the instructions were wadded in a ball. Obviously, I received a product another dissatisfied
customer returned. I am new to the Jeep community and have numerous upgrades to make
totaling thousands of dollars. Quadratec will not see another penny of my money, and I will
spread the word to other Jeep owners I know. Buy a first aid Kit and they sent me some
protectors For the tail lights, I will never buy again in this store. Received incorrect item.
Quadratic sent wrong parts. Returned as per return instructions. After 55 minutes on hold,

customer service agreed to refund return shipping. Tip for consumers: Really poor customer
service. If you have a problem you're screwed. Hello Phil, I am very sorry to see this. If we ever
ship out an incorrect item we always cover having to bring that back by providing a prepaid
return label and reshipping the part out for you. I would be happy to look into this for you and
make sure that you were sent a refund or see what is going on with this order. Can you please
send a private message with your order number? Thank you. Worst customer service
experience in a long time. Part number for item ordered was incorrect and got the wrong part.
Multiple calls yielded no answer. Email was not answered until over a month later and it stated
that my issue had been resolved not true at all. I tried to leave a review but the next time I
checked to see if they replied it said it had been rejected and I was not allowed to leave another.
Hello Tara, I do sincerely apologize for the trouble this has caused. We have been experiencing
higher than normal call volumes the last couple of months so I do apologize for the longer hold
times during this time. I am more than happy to look into this for you to see why this has
happened. If you could please send me a private message with your order number I am more
than happy to see how I can have this resolved. Seems that the majority of people on here have
had bad experiences with Quadratec. To date, I've only had one item appear on "backorder from
vendor", which was a Rugged Ridge tire carrier for my 15 JKU. The tire carrier was my largest
purchase so far; other items include several sets of headlights and fog lights for my XJ I used to
have, other smaller items like that, soft top accessories for my JKU, and cleaning supplies for
my soft top. The tire carrier was updated to show "direct ship from vendor", so I called the
customer service number for an update. I was on hold for 30 minutes, but I also kept in mind
that the whole Covid situation was going on. A person named "Ed" picked up and spoke to me.
He was polite and helpful; I provided him updated address information and gate code for my
complex. A few days later, I received an E-mail from "Lorraine" at customer support, advising
she was checking into an ETA on the ship date. Two days after that, the tire carrier had been
delivered by FedEx to my doorstep. I understand people don't want to wait; but this is also a
company that is a 3rd party seller. They can't realistically have everything in stock, especially
larger items; so yes, there will be delays from vendors and such. You take the same risk every
time, unless you order directly from the manufacturer. Definitely worth the wait in my opinion. I
just put the wheels i ordered on my jeep they are grate perfect fit and look fantastic 11 out of ten
thinks. I am giving them a 1 star rating due to the quality of there customers service. Email them
several times to checked on order and see if they had a date of shipping on my product. No
answer on any of my emails. Seems this company only wants your money and doesn't care
about service to customers. Very flustering. So, I waited 8 days to call "customer support"
about this order. After waiting 33 minutes for a representative, 'Joe' came on the line. He
apologized profusely for the fact that after two weeks I still had not received my part and said
there was an issue at the warehouse. Fair enough, sh t happens. Buyer beware with this
company. First time I buy from Quadratec. I Order a hood, one week after received the hood, I
took it to the body shop and it was damaged. I called and a replacement order was placed and
shipped the next day. Thomas Bush took my word and all he asked for is a couple of pictures.
Cant wait to receive my hood an get it painted and installed. I've purchased a few things from
them with no issue. Bad review is for them hiding or rejecting negative reviews. I wrote a few
reviews that were honest, and informative of the issues I had with some products. A few three
star and below and a few that were four and up. All the three star and below reviews were
rejected by them. So basically they're hiding anything that makes them or the products the
carry look bad. It's not even their name products I had issues with, it was other manufactures'. I
tried calling and the phones were down. So I submitted an inquiry. Guess we'll see if they ignore
that too. These yahoos sent me the wrong item. I wanted protective carriers for the freedom
panels on my Wrangler Sahara. The product they shipped had a very similar item number so I
can understand how this can happen. BUT when I tried to inquire about a return and reorder,
their "world class customer service" line is constantly busy. I'm furious they've wasted my time
like this. I'm also contacting the Better Business Bureau and filing a complaint. Absolute joke. I
ordered a spring plate for the passenger side of my jeep. They shipped the drivers side. I asked
to return it and get a full refund or the correct part, either would have made me happy. They
took it back, and even though it was their mistake, they refunded me the part price but still
charged me shipping. So I had to pay shipping for their error. That sucks. Hello there, I do
sincerely apologize for this as we stand behind our mistakes and make it right. We do not
charge for shipping for our mistake. I am more than happy to look into this and have this
corrected. Can you please send me a private message with your order number. Again, I do
sincerely apologize. They have awesome deals on parts! These guys are the best at customer
service, they are very knowledgeable and helped me with exactly what I needed! I have tried
ordering parts from this company on multiple occasions and every time my order has gone on

backorder and they do not provide any information on expected ship dates. My most recent
experience with them resulted in me canceling an order, however, they shipped the item the
next day after I reordered it from another company. Avoid this company at all costs. I ordered
the wrong part using the online store, called them and they overnighted the correct replacement
part without me even having to ask. Super great customer service. Received a Put together.
Rolled it across a new cement floor and wheel and wheel plate fell OFF. Call and emailed Lange
no response. Called quadratec on hold twice for 45 min each with no response. Cheap welds
very poor customer response. Don't waste your money to have a jack with 3 wheel cart. Hello
Kurt, I am very sorry to see this. I would be happy to look into this for you. I would be happy to
get this taken care of for you. I've ordered from them for years. They have always sent my order
correctly in a timely manner and at a fair price. I will continue doing business with them and
advise my friends to do so too. I ordered a cover for my Jeep in the middle of September. I
received notice that it was out of stock and to expect it to be shipped on 01 October. It is now
November 4th and still NO cover. I ended up cancelling my order and starting from square one.
Lousy service. Hello Matt, I am very sorry to see this unfortunately the ETA's get pushed back,
we try to list the most updated information that we receive. You can check on the status and
ETA for the item in your online account when you click on the order. Items that are in stock and
ready to ship will say "in stock" in green lettering in the box with the price, if the item is not in
stock there will be an Estimated to ship date, unfortunately that is just an estimate and is
subject to change depending on the manufacturer however we will update it when we receive
updates from the manufacturers. I do sincerely apologize for the delay with that order and the
trouble this has caused. Thank you and have a great day. Ordered a cross member weeks ago,
online says processing at warehouse. Still have not received part. No number to call, chat
service was stupid, they have to get permission to cancel the order from the distributor before
refund. No straight answer on when it will ship even though the shipment policy states business
days to ship. So at most part should be here within 10 days of ordering!. Do not go through
these guys, specially if your in a hurry or need parts asap for a client's vehicle. Pay the extra for
a good company! Hope this helps alot of people!. Waited until July - delayed until August 31st.
OK with Covid fair enough. Checked yesterday, now delayed until end of September. Peter
Stone UK. Hello Peter, I do apologize for any inaccurate information that you have seen on the
in stock status on the website. We are actively improving this wording on the website to make it
more clear for customers. Again, I sincerely apologize for the trouble this has caused. First time
I ordered a shift boot for a 98 Cherokee, they sent me one for a 89 wrangler, ok no big deal
didn't cost much Second time ordered gts headlight covers they come in a two piece set right
side, and left side. They sent me two right sides, unusable. It seems to me like it's being done
deliberately so u can return items and then they can then charge you give u back part of what u
paid and pocket it, not the company, but an employee. Its something going on there so stay
clear. It only takes a few gutter balls to destroy something that once was great.. Hello Michael, I
do sincerely apologize for the trouble this has caused. We are absolutely not sending incorrect
parts deliberately we always want to have the correct parts shipped the first time. Unfortunately
sometimes we do make mistakes and if we do we stand by them and have the incorrect part
brought back to us and have the correct one shipped out for you at no cost to the customer. I
am more than happy to look into this these times that you have encountered if you would like to
send me a private message with your order numbers. Have placed and paid for orders, have not
recieved the product, after 8 emails and 15 queries Bunch of damm thieves. I'm on my second
wrangler I will never order from another site. Been ordering for years now Ordered a stubby
antennae, got stolen in city by some clown Went to order a replacement and quadratic shipped
me a free one Ordered correct bulbs from Quadratec Love them. Do not go through them. They
take over a month to get your part s. Customer service is a joke, good luck!. No, manufacturer
has a contract with recycled steel. Check your warranty if there is one. Good luck. Free same
day shipping on most orders. Share on Twitter. Add a note optional - e. Write a Review Ask a
Question. Corporate Values. Overview Quadratec has a consumer rating of 1. This company
responds to reviews on average within 15 days Positive reviews last 12 months : What
reviewers want you to know Positive highlights No positive highlights yet. Critical highlights
Don't waste your time buying from their customer service is terribl
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e. Top Positive Review. Top Critical Review. Rating 5 stars 9. Other Verified purchase. Contains
image or video. English only. Reviews that mention popular keywords customer service
Comment Thank you Share Helpful 2. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 6. Comment Thank

you Share Helpful 5. Products used: Another seller. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 1.
Comment Thank you Share Helpful 0. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 7. Comment Thank
you Share Helpful 3. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 8. Products used: LED Lights.
Comment Thank you Share Helpful 4. Emails are never answered, even with multiple tries. Get
notified about new answers to your questions. Typical questions asked: How long does
shipping take? What is the return policy? Where is the company located? Show all questions 3.
Sitejabber for Business Gain trust and grow your business with customer reviews Start free
account. About the business. How do I know I can trust these reviews about Quadratec? Have a
question about Quadratec?

